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Many school campus look like this: 
   Very little natural settings
   Landscaping is minimal to parking 
lot trees, street trees and minimal 
landscaping
  Very little habitat and nature, 
therefore very small chance for direct 
observations and hands-on learning of 
science and STEM principals
  Limited places to sit and gather as a 
class, no outdoor classroom
  Limited access to features to support 
learning like specific gardens, 
sink/water spigot, display panels, 
interpretive signage
  Many curriculum lessons teach about 
non-local species, such as polar bears, 
whales, 
Adding native habitat 
attracts native wildlife:
  Increase presence of 
native species on site 
for observations
  Diversify plantings and 
habitat features to 
attract a wide range of 
species
HOW TO ADDRESS THE NEEDS OF SCHOOLS TO PROVIDE 
HANDS-ON LEARNING TO MEET NEXT GENERATION SCIENCE 

































Opportunities to engage students: Allow students to create 
the questions: 
Engaging our regional partners to help connect 
kids to nature and expand their understanding: 
Kids have less and less chances to experience 
NATURE, an “extinction of experience”
Books and resources that showcase and 
encourage US to help change our landscape, 
share our love of nature to inspire the next 
generation:
What can YOUR organization do to help schools? 
“I NOTICE.......” 
“I WONDER....” 
“IT REMINDS ME OF.....” 
Practice observation  
    skills daily Borrowing from John   
    Muir Law’s teachings  
        on nature drawing 
           and journaling
Many students do not have access to 
  nature beyond a manicured park or 
    school ground. If we help them gain  
     understanding and confidence at 
       school, then they will be ready to  
          engage with partners on the big  
             field trips off campus. Kids need  
               to feel safe, based on their 
                  understanding of nature.
As Robert Michael Pyle stated at this 
conference a couple of years ago, kids are 
lacking spaces, places and opportunities 
to explore and fall in love with nature, to 
understand it on a level where they feel 
safe.
We have the opportunities to partner 
with local agencies and non-profits to 
increase access to nature on school 
campuses. Green Schoolyards is now 
a movement with lots of support and 
backing by science for its benefits: 
  Improves academic performance
  Provides equitable and inclusive 
nature experiences for all 
  Reduces stress and calms
  Promotes hands-on learning
  Creates skills building and career-
focused learning for the next 
generation of us!
“What are the principles of ecological 
education.....Development of personal affinity 
with the earth.....Ground learning in a sense of 
place......Create an experience of being part of a 
larger community”
“People care deeply about information....People’s 
fatigued mental state is restored by activities 
that are fascinating and compatible with their 
purposes. All of us rely on mental 
maps....”
“You can train yourself to be more 
curious. Be 
active, bold, intentional, and playful in 
your questioning. Seek out mysteries and 
the world opens itself to you.”
“Philosophers call this state of isolation 
and disconnection “species loneliness” - a 
deep, unnamed sadness stemming from 
.....the loss of relationship.” {to plants and 
  Speak the same language as teachers - Align your 
environmental education to the Next Generation Science 
Standards and other curriculum goals
  Introduce topics in classroom - Prepare short lessons 
(30-40 minutes) to cover in a classroom setting, could 
cover multiple days. Outline expectations for learning and 
behavior &Set clear goals for activities
  Train on school campus - now take your 
lessons outside on their campus, start the “I 
Notice” conversations, what to see or explore
  Take the big trip off campus - now the 
students are ready to learn, hear and explore a 
bigger world, based on their knowledge
When students have a 
chance to make daily 
observations, they gain 
confidence in exploring 
their surroundings.
These are just a few of the partner organizations in the  
Clark County Nature Network 
working with students across Clark County.
Provide unstructured 
      time to explore
Build confidence
Learn to be 
   comfortable in  
     outdoor settings
Overcome fears  
   (bugs, getting  
    dirty, getting  
     lost, unknowns 
         etc.)
Career-focused 
mentoring / skills 
   building
Participate in  
  stewardship  
     projects
Reduce stress, 
being in natural 
settles calms
Support social  
   / emotional  
       learning
    Support  
  teaching all 
curriculum types
FIELD 
TRIP
